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ABSTRACT 

 

Physical activity is well known to diminish the occurrence of many diseases, yet 

fewer than 10% of American adults adhere to recommended physical activity guidelines.  

Thus, there is a critical need to identify the biological mechanism(s) associated with the 

regulation of physical activity adherence. To better understand the mechanism(s) 

associated with regulating physical activity levels, we have extensively studied inbred 

mice previously classified as low-active (LA) or high-active (HA) and found several 

differentially expressed muscle and brain proteins that may be involved in metabolism. 

These proteomic findings suggest potential amino acid, metabolite, and enzymatic 

pathways, which may be associated with the differential physical activity levels in HA and 

LA mice.  

As such, the purpose of this dissertation was to conduct an exploratory metabolic 

phenotyping assessment of amino acid kinetics in HA and LA mice. Methods consisted of 

administering a stable isotope tracer pulse cocktail containing several amino acids and 

metabolites. Subsequently, blood samples were collected at different time points (Time: 

1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 min) for liquid chromatography-tandem mass 

spectrometry assessment of plasma enrichments and concentrations of the infused tracers. 

Amino acid whole-body production and clearance were calculated.   

This untargeted assessment identified differences in several amino acid pathways 

related to 1) modified arginine and nitric oxide production; 2) augmented energy flux via 

increased isoleucine and valine anaplerosis; 3) potential increases of dopamine via 
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increased phenylalanine and tyrosine metabolism. In conclusion, the observed differences 

in amino acid metabolism may be associated with the regulation of varying physical 

activity levels in HA and LA mice. Additionally, the identified metabolic pathways will 

serve as a foundation for follow-up intervention studies in the HA and LA mice. 
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AUC Area under the Curve 
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ASL Argininosuccinate lyase 
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CVD Cardiovascular Disease 

DXA Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry 

EAA Sum of the Amino Acids: Threonine, Valine, Methionine, 

Isoleucine, Leucine, Tryptophan, Phenylalanine, Histidine and 

Lysine 

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid used as an anticoagulant 

eNOS Endothelial NO Synthase 

FM Fat Mass 

FFM Fat-Free Mass  
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GLN Glutamine 

GLU Glutamate 

HFHS High Fat High Sugar 

HMB β-Hydroxy β-Methylbutyrate 

IC Intracellular 

IP Intraperitoneal 

ILE Isoleucine 

KIC α-Ketoisocaproic Acid 

KIV α-Ketoisovalerate 

KMV α-Keto-β-Methylvalerate 

LC-MS/MS Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry 

L-DOPA L-3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanine 

LEU Leucine 

LNAA Sum of the Amino Acids: Valine, Isoleucine, Leucine, 

Phenylalanine, and Tyrosine 

LNAA/TRP Ratio between the LNAA and Tryptophan concentration 

NO Nitric Oxide 

NEAA Sum of the Amino Acids: Aspartate, Glutamate, Asparagine, 

Glutamine, Serine, Glycine, Arginine, Alanine, Proline and 

Tyrosine  

ORN Ornithine 
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Ra Rate of Appearance 

TBV Total Blood Volume 

TTR  Tracer-Tracee Ratio 

TYR Tyrosine 

TyrH Tyrosine Hydroxylase 

Tau-MetHis Tau-Methyl-Histidine 

VAL Valine 

WD Western Diet 

WBnetPB Whole-body net Protein Breakdown 

WBP Whole-body Production 

WbRa Whole-body Rate of Appearance 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Physical activity is known to diminish the occurrence of many diseases, such as 

type II diabetes (1-4) cardiovascular disease (CVD) (5-8), various cancers (9-12), and 

many other chronic conditions (13-18) . Physical inactivity in combination with poor diet 

accounts for 70% of deaths and is considered the second leading actual cause of death in 

the United States (19, 20). Additionally, hypokinetic related diseases resulted in an 

estimated global healthcare cost of $53.8 billion in 2013 (21). Despite the well-known 

benefits associated with moderate physical activity (22, 23), less than 10% of Americans 

over the age of 20 adhere to the recommended amount of weekly activity (i.e., 150 minutes 

per week of moderate-intensity) established by the American College of Sports Medicine 

(ACSM) (24). Moreover, Booth et al. reported that approximately 86% of the 325 million 

in the United States (U.S.) population achieve less than the U.S. Government and World 

Health Organization guidelines for daily physical activity for health (25). Thus, there is a 

critical need to identify the biological mechanism(s) associated with the regulation of 

physical activity adherence. 

Given the detrimental implications associated with physical inactivity, its related 

chronic diseases and associated high healthcare costs, our laboratory's primary focus has 

been to identify and to understand the biological and genetic mechanisms that regulate 

physical activity with an end goal of developing potential countermeasures that may 

diminish and/or prevent the chronic diseases derived from physical inactivity. To establish 

a greater understanding of which mechanisms are associated with the regulation of 
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physical activity, our research studies have investigated a variety of different factors 

ranging from genetic and proteomic studies to pharmacological and exposure to 

environmental toxicants (26-43).  

Although we have gained valuable knowledge along with a plethora of new 

research questions from our previous studies, it should be noted that all our studies have 

two commonalities: 1) they are all focused on physical activity and, 2) the results have all 

assumed that metabolism is similar between all experimental groups. Most recently, we 

performed a study to assess the effects of a high-fat high-sugar (HFHS) diet on wheel 

running and showed that exposure to HFHS diet severely decreased voluntary wheel 

running in males by 70 ± 28% and in females 57 ± 26% (44).  

Interestingly, Meek et al. showed the opposite effects when mice selectively bred 

for high voluntary wheel running (HR mice) were exposed to a western-style diet (WD) 

with similar fat content (~42% total fat) to our HFHS study (45). Despite the WD 

significantly increasing both body mass and retroperitoneal fat pad mass, the HR mice, 

increased wheel running revolutions per day by up to 75%. The authors of this paper 

suggested the significantly increased wheel running observed in HR mice exposed to a 

WD may be caused by fuel usage during prolonged endurance exercise and direct 

behavioral effects on motivation. The contradictory results from our HFHS diet study and 

the WD study from Meek et al. suggested our previous assumption ─ that metabolism was 

similar between all experimental groups might not be accurate, giving rise to the question 

of how/which metabolic pathways may be associated with the potential regulation of 

differential physical activity levels.  
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To better assess this literature gap on metabolism and the potential regulation of 

physical activity levels, we collaborated with the Center for Translational Research in 

Aging and Longevity (CTRAL). This center/laboratory has many decades of experience 

investigating metabolic pathways (46-55) in both human and animal models. A 

collaborative study including CTRAL’s metabolism expertise along with our experience 

investigating inbred mouse strains previously classified as high-active (HA [C57L/J]) and 

low-active (LA [C3H/HeJ]) (28-31, 33, 38, 56-59) would add to the existing body of 

knowledge regarding biological/genetic regulation of physical activity levels (60). Thus, 

we investigated how amino acid metabolic pathways differ between HA and LA mouse 

strains.  

1.1. High - and Low - Active Mouse Model 

Lightfoot et al. examined quantitative trait loci (QTL) along with physical activity 

measured via wheel running in 41 inbred mouse strains and found moderate to high 

heritability of physical activity (57).  Our HA (C57/LJ) and LA (C3H/HeJ) models were 

derived from this and a previous 2008 study (43). Although there were other mouse strains 

with similar high (NOD/ShiLtJ and C57BR/CDJ) and low (WSB/EIJ and SJL/J) activity 

levels, the variability within the selected C57/LJ and C3H/HeJ was the lowest within each 

strain suggesting a more stable phenotype. Given the differences in high and low activity 

levels, our lab earlier compared the haplotype structure and expression profile in skeletal 

muscle and brain of our HA and LA mice models.  Although expression of nine candidate 

genes was observed and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were detected in regions 

of Actn2, Casq1, Drd2, Lepr, and Papss2, no SNPs associated with physical activity were 
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located in coding sequences or associated with any known regulatory sequences (33). This 

study concluded that genomic structural variation or gene expression data alone was not 

adequate to establish any of these genes' candidacy or causality with the regulation of 

physical activity.  

1.1.1. Protein Expression in High and Low Active Mice 

Despite the observed expression of candidate genes, it was necessary to investigate 

the protein expression in HA and LA mice, because gene expression does not necessarily 

indicate protein translation (61-63). Ferguson et al. (28) conducted proteomic studies that 

examined the differential protein expression in the nucleus accumbens ─ the brain region 

associated with the dopaminergic reward system ─  and the skeletal muscle of HA and LA 

mice (30). These two proteomic studies found nine differentially expressed proteins in the 

brain between HA and LA mice and noted that neural stress proteins and a protein linked 

with energy metabolism were associated with physical activity regulation in HA and LA 

mice (13).  Further, when Ferguson and colleagues  (15) assessed soleus and extensor 

digitorum longus muscle, they found proteins with higher expression patterns in the Krebs 

(TCA) cycle and calcium-regulating pathways (e.g., annexin A6 and calsequestrin 1) in 

HA mice while LA mice overexpressed proteins associated with cytoskeletal structure- 

and electron transport chain-related pathways (e.g., ATPase and NADH dehydrogenase).  

These proteomic results taken in conjunction with the earlier gene variant results 

suggested that there are potential amino acid, metabolite, and enzymatic pathways that 

may be associated with the differential activity levels in HA and LA mice.  
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1.2. Stable Tracer Pulse Methodology 

The past decades have given rise to the use of stable, nonradioactive isotope tracers 

as a tool to probe the dynamics of specific metabolites (47).  It is a standard method (50, 

64, 65) for a single or mixture of multiple stable isotope tracers to be introduced 

intravenously into the circulatory systemic via a catheter placed in one arm or using a 

bolus injection. In human subjects, blood or other accessible tissues (e.g., muscle and 

adipose tissue) are collected from the other arm or thigh pre- and post-tracer infusion (66). 

In animal models, a similar infusion process occurs; however, more tissues are readily 

accessible for analysis (67).  After injection, isotopic enrichment, defined as the “tracer” 

[or isotope infused] to “tracee” [or isotopes already in the body] ratio (TTR), in a tissue of 

interest, is then determined by utilizing gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) 

and or liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry LC-MS/MS (68).   

The next section focuses on the technicality of a single pulse of tracer (pulse) 

infusion delivery method and a more commonly used method known as primed-constant 

(PC) continuous infusion method. For a more detailed methodological review on the 

application of isotope tracers in metabolic research, see Kim et al. 2016 (66). 

Although the PC method is commonly used for whole-body rate of amino acids 

(AA) appearance (WbRa) in humans and animal models (67, 69, 70), this method usually 

focuses on using a compartmental model for WbRa quantification.  Therefore, we decided 

to use the pulse method, which utilizes a non-compartmental model, thus avoiding 

disadvantages which can occur when using the PC method such as needing prior 

knowledge of pool size to calculate isotope tracer priming doze or using large amounts of 
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stable tracers (49, 50, 67).  When using the pulse approach, the shape of the TTR decay 

curve is dependent on the number of pools (e.g., organ tissues) connected to the 

extracellular (e.g., blood) pool. For most substrates like AA, the intracellular pool is the 

main secondary (e.g., muscle tissue) pool, and the amino acid decay curve reflects two 

compartments. This TTR decay curve can be used to implement both non-compartmental 

and compartmental modeling (71-73), thus allowing us to calculate the rate of appearance 

(Ra) into the extracellular and the intracellular pools, as well as the fluxes between the 

pools. Additionally, we can calculate the protein breakdown (PB) given the appearance of 

an essential amino acid (EAA) (e.g., phenylalanine) into the intracellular pool.  

However, one disadvantage of utilizing the pulse method is the necessity to use 

more complex analysis calculations for quantification of the metabolites. Fortunately, 

there are well-established and validated computational (74, 75) and mathematical models 

(71, 76, 77) readily available, which allows for fitting and quantification of isotope 

tracers/metabolites. Moreover, the pulse method can be used to measure the flux between 

different metabolic routes (71, 78) and gives the ability to measure tissue-specific 

fractional protein synthesis rates (FSR) and fractional breakdown rates (FBR) (79-81).  

1.3. Amino Acid Metabolism and Physical Activity 

Given the many different metabolic pathways involved with amino acids and their role in 

physiological mechanisms regulating blood flow, energy production, and neurotransmitter 

activity, the next three sections focus on amino acids which have been investigated for 

exercise performance and could potentially be associated in the regulation of differential 

physical activity levels.  
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1.3.1. Arginine and the Nitic Oxide Pathway 

Supplements that contain citrulline (CIT), arginine (ARG), or a combination of 

both have been heavily studied in the sports world as they are claimed to increase the 

production of nitric oxide (NO) (82-92).  Despite the extensive ARG research, there are 

no specific nutritional requirements set for ARG in healthy adults, given that it is a 

conditionally EAA (93). Although the CIT to ARG pathway is involved in NO production, 

ergogenic supplement manufacturers continue to use misleading statements about NO 

creation.   In the following sections, we describe how NO gained its popularity and discuss 

NO metabolic pathways and other essential roles of ARG and NO. 

ARG was identified as the precursor for NO in the 1980s (94).  In 1998, the Nobel 

Prize in Medicine was awarded to three American researchers (Robert F. Fruchgott, Louis 

J. Ignarro, and Ferid Murad) who discovered the vasodilator properties of NO.  Although 

initially discovered in endothelial cells (95), NO appeared to be a ubiquitous molecule 

present in a variety of inflammatory and other cells, including cells from the nervous and 

cardiovascular systems.   

As research progressed in this area, NO was found to have many physiological 

functions, and the relationship between ARG availability and NO production emphasized 

ARG’s functional relevance. NO benefits the cardiovascular system by vascular muscle 

tone regulation (e.g., improved blood flow) and by reducing blood platelet adhesion (54, 

95, 96). However, these benefits were said to be the cause of a synergistic effect between 

ARG (in a large enough dose) and CIT (89, 90, 97).  
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1.3.1.1. Arginine Metabolic Pathways  

Dietary intake, body protein breakdown, or endogenous de novo ARG production 

are three different sources for ARG (54). In healthy adults, whole-body ARG flux is ~70–

90 μmol·kg−1·h−1, equivalent to 15–20 g/day during the postabsorptive state (98), while 

daily dietary ARG intake is ~4–6 g (99, 100). Only 10–15% of whole-body ARG 

production is derived from de novo ARG production under normal conditions (101, 102).  

This pathway involves the conversion of CIT to ARG (CIT>>ARG) and is catalyzed by 

the enzymes argininosuccinate lyase (ASL) and argininosuccinate synthase (ASS) (103, 

104).  This conversion is part of the intestinal-renal axis, which involves intestinal 

production of CIT, while ARG is synthesized by the kidneys (105-107).  Given this 

pathway, the limiting factor for this conversion to occur is CIT availability (104). 

ARG is a crucial component for body protein synthesis, given that ~80% is derived 

from recycled AAs due to protein breakdown.  Additionally, ARG is a crucial constituent 

in many metabolic pathways (108-110), and its metabolism is highly compartmentalized, 

given that enzymatic activity involved in ARG metabolism occurs in different organs (e.g., 

muscle and kidney).  However, the compartmentalization causes ARG metabolism and 

recycling to be partly in balance with plasma ARG concentration.  This imbalance is 

usually referred to as the “arginine paradox” and describes why acute exogenous ARG is 

able to increase NO production even though the intracellular ARG concentration far 

exceeds the Km of endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) (91). There is a possibility that once 

ARG is transported into the cell, it fails to gain access to the membrane-bound eNOS, thus 

making intracellular ARG less useful as a reference point (111). 
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Additional roles of ARG are associated with metabolites derived from ARG. Roles 

such as the ARG conversion to ornithine (ORN) via the enzyme ORN aminotransferase 

can lead to increased CIT production (112). Proline (PRO), also derived from ARG by 

hydroxylation to hydroxyproline, has an essential role in collagen formation, tissue repair, 

and wound healing.  Additionally, creatine, which plays a role in energy metabolism in 

muscles and neurons (110), is also a derivative of ARG. Interestingly, ARG is responsible 

for the activation of p70 S6 kinase and phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 through the mTOR 

signaling pathway (113) with stimulation of protein synthesis independent of NO (114).  

In conclusion, while ARG metabolic pathways pay may physiological roles, it is possible 

that ARG metabolism could potentially play a role in the regulation of physical activity 

levels.  

1.3.2. Branched-Chain Amino Acids & Physical Activity 

 Branched-chained amino acid (BCAA) interventions for exercise performance has 

been a topic of high interest (115, 116). Currently, BCAA are a multimillion-dollar 

industry primarily because of the claim that consumption of dietary BCAA, specifically 

leucine (LEU), stimulates muscle protein synthesis, produces an anabolic response in 

human subjects, and provides anaplerotic benefits when valine (VAL) and isoleucine 

(ILE) are elevated (117).  However, a 2017 review on the anabolic effects of BCAA 

concluded that the anabolic claim was unwarranted (118). A 2005 review (119) titled 

“Interrelationship Between Physical Activity and Branched-chain Amino Acids” 

mentioned PA in its title; however, it’s only a review of BCAA and exercise and fails to 
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mention/assess interactions between endogenous BCAA metabolism and their 

relationship with inherent PA levels. 

 Recently,  Xiao et al. (120) reported an untargeted metabolomics study considering 

328 plasma metabolites in a group of 277 Chinese male and female adults.  Xiao and 

colleagues showed 11 metabolites to be associated with a high level of physical activity 

energy expenditure. Interestingly, they observed that higher levels of PA were associated 

with lower plasma levels of VAL, ILE, and LEU metabolic pathways (120).  

1.3.2.1. BCAA in Diabetes/Glucose Regulation 

 Recent BCAA studies have shifted focus towards BCAA metabolic association in 

fat metabolism (121-127), and within numerous systemic diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes 

(T2D), cancer, and heart failure) (125, 128-131). For example, defects in mitochondrial β-

oxidation and BCAA oxidation were associated with T2D and other conditions such as 

Huntington’s disease and maple syrup urine (132-135). Because of these defective 

mitochondrial pathways, production of TCA cycle intermediates can be limited (136, 137), 

and obesity worsens the condition of the disease. Given the anaplerotic properties (i.e., 

replenishment process of depleted metabolic TCA cycle intermediates) of VAL and ILE 

(133, 134, 138, 139), these beta-oxidation malfunctions observed in obese T2D could 

hypothetically be restored.   

 The claim that VAL and ILE may serve in anaplerotic reactions within the TCA 

cycle is supported by a recent study (140) in which healthy mice selectively bred for high 

activity levels demonstrated increased PA levels when exposed to a WD (high-fat diet).  

It is possible that mice bred for high PA levels may be taking advantage of ILE’s 
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anaplerotic properties given that ILE is both a glucogenic and ketogenic AA, thus 

increasing BCAA oxidation to propionyl-CoA in the blood and providing more ATP. 

1.3.3. Phenylalanine and Tyrosine 

We (38) and others have suggested (141-143) that the dopaminergic system may 

be responsible for the regulation of PA levels. More specifically, we have shown in HA 

and LA mice that genetic differences in dopamine signaling pathways may play a role in 

PA response to dopaminergic-acting drugs (56). Although the dopaminergic system is 

complex, dopamine biosynthesis can be affected by the availability of its precursor, L-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) (144), which is derived from tyrosine (TYR) through 

hydroxylation via the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase (TyrH) (145). TYR is a non-essential 

amino acid, and it is primarily synthesized in the liver from the essential amino acid 

phenylalanine (PHE) through PHE hydroxylase (146). While PHE and TYR metabolism 

plays a key precursor role in dopamine production, these two AAs also play vital metabolic 

roles in energy production within the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA).  

More precisely, after PHE is converted to TYR, a series of metabolic conversion 

steps occur and yield acetoacetate and fumarate, which can then be converted into a ketone 

body and glucose, respectively. Moreover, the total conversion of PHE to TYR can be 

utilized as a quantification for whole-body net protein breakdown. The quantification is 

important, as net protein breakdown can provide information on total protein recycling 

within the muscle and whole-body tissues. 
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1.4. Summary and Objective 

Moderate physical activity (PA) reduces the occurrence of PA-related diseases 

such as type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer; however, fewer than 10% of 

American adults older than 20 years of age engage in the recommended daily 30 min of 

moderate-intensity PA (24).  With the detrimental implications associated with physical 

inactivity, its related chronic diseases, and the associated high healthcare costs, it is critical 

to understand biological factors that may play a role in regulating PA. Given the indirect 

evidence in the literature, it is possible that interactions between amino acid metabolic 

pathways exert potential regulatory roles in different PA levels.   

The objective of this dissertation was to determine if amino acid metabolic 

pathways were associated with different physical activity levels. To fulfill our objective, 

we investigated the amino acid metabolism kinetics using a stable isotope tracer pulse to 

quantify amino acid plasma concentrations, whole-body production, and clearance fluxes 

in two inbred mouse models previously classified as either high-active (HA) or low-active 

(LA). 
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2. ACTIVATED WHOLE-BODY ARGININE PATHWAY  

IN HIGH-ACTIVE MICE 

 

2.1. Synopsis 

 Physical inactivity-related diseases account for 70% of U.S. deaths and an 

estimated $54 billion in global healthcare costs, yet fewer than 10% of American adults 

adhere to recommended physical activity (PA) guidelines. Our previous studies suggest 

that endogenous metabolic mechanisms may be potentially regulating PA levels. One such 

metabolic mechanism is the vasodilatory roles of nitric oxide (NO) production via the 

precursor arginine (ARG) and ARG-related pathways. The purpose of this study was to 

assess ARG metabolism and its precursors [citrulline (CIT), glutamine (GLN), glutamate 

(GLU), ornithine (ORN), and phenylalanine (PHE)] by measuring plasma concentration 

and enrichments, whole-body production (WBP), de novo ARG and NO production, and 

clearance rates in mice previously classified as either low-active (LA) or high-active (HA). 

We assessed LA (n=23) and HA (n=20) male mice by administering a stable tracer pulse 

cocktail via jugular catheterization. Blood samples were measured for plasma enrichments 

via LC-MS/MS. WBP, clearance rates, and production of de novo ARG and NO were 

calculated. HA mice had lower plasma concentrations of GLU, CIT, and ORN, but no 

differences for GLN, PHE, and ARG. However, HA mice had higher estimated NO 

production, higher WBP for CIT, ARG, PHE, and lower GLU. No significant differences 

were observed in WBP for GLN, ORN, PHE, or de novo ARG. We concluded that HA 
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active mice have an activated whole-body ARG pathway, which may be associated with 

regulating PA levels via increased NO production. 

2.2. Introduction 

Physical inactivity-related diseases (e.g., type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease, 

and cancer (25)) accounted for 70% of U.S. deaths (147) and resulted in an estimated 

global healthcare cost of $53.8 billion in 2013 (21). Although moderate physical activity 

(PA) has been demonstrated to mitigate the incidence of physical inactivity-related 

diseases (22), fewer than 10% of Americans over the age of 20 adhere to recommended 

PA guidelines (150 minutes of moderate-intensity per week) (24).  

To better understand the potential mechanism(s) regulating PA (voluntary wheel 

running) levels, we have studied inbred high-active (HA) and low-active (LA) mouse 

models (30, 33, 43, 57, 58, 148, 149). We recently found in HA mice that creatine kinase 

B and succinyl-CoA ligase are overexpressed in the nucleus accumbens of the brain (28). 

Because these two proteins are associated with endogenous metabolism (150), we 

hypothesize that endogenous metabolism may be involved in the regulation of PA levels. 

While there are a variety of endogenous metabolic pathways that could be 

associated with the regulation of PA levels, we first wanted to study the nitric oxide (NO) 

precursor, arginine (ARG), and the ARG-related pathways because of NO’s known roles 

in related circulatory pathways (85). ARG is a conditional essential amino acid (AA) in 

humans and is derived from 1) exogenous dietary intake (e.g., nuts, meat products, and 

nutritional supplements) and serves as a substitute for citrulline (CIT) synthesis through 

interorgan exchange of ornithine (ORN) conversion within the small intestine via arginase 
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II and ornithine transcarbamylase metabolic pathways (151, 152); 2) whole-body protein 

breakdown from muscle into phenylalanine (PHE) and glutamine (GLN) (54); and 3) via 

de novo ARG production within the intestinal-renal axis through CIT catalyzation by the 

enzymes argininosuccinate synthase and argininosuccinate lyase (54). ARG is used in 

many biological functions (108-110), including protein synthesis, creatine synthesis, and 

NO synthesis (92, 153-155).  

Arginine’s functions are known to be affected by exercise exposure, particularly 

the vasodilatory changes associated with NO production  (82, 83, 156-158). Essentially, 

during PA (e.g., exercise), NO increases blood flow to muscles, thereby increasing 

delivery of nutrients and clearing of waste products, which may promote longer PA 

duration (159). We, therefore, hypothesize that NO derived from ARG may affect PA 

levels in mouse strains with different inherent PA levels. 

To determine if metabolites of the ARG pathways were associated with the 

regulation of PA levels, we studied total AA concentrations. Additionally, we used a stable 

tracer approach to assess whole-body production (WBP), and clearance rates of ARG 

including metabolic precursors (GLN, glutamate (GLU), ornithine (ORN), CIT, and PHE) 

and products (de novo ARG and NO production) in HA and LA inbred mice in order to 

assess if differences in ARG metabolism were associated with inherent PA levels.  

2.3. Materials and Methods 

2.3.1. Animals 

All procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee 

(IACUC) of Texas A&M University. We assessed a total of 23 male C3H/HeJ mice 
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(inherently LA inbred strain) and 20 male C57L/J mice (inherently HA inbred strain). The 

inherent activity levels of these two strains are based on previous voluntary wheel running 

data (57). Mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) at 

10-weeks of age and group-housed in standard mouse-cages in light and temperature-

controlled housing facility (12-hour light-dark cycle, room temperature 22-24°C). Water 

and a standard chow diet (Harlan Labs, Houston TX; 25.2% protein, 4.0 % fat, 39.5% 

carbohydrate, 3.3% crude fiber, 10% neutral fiber, and 9.9% ash) diet were provided ad 

libitum. After a two-week acclimation period, metabolic phenotyping procedures were 

performed via a terminal surgery. During the acclimation period, mice were not exposed 

to wheel-running activity for two reasons: 1) average PA levels of these two mouse strains 

have previously been described (57) (average wheel running distance: LA = 0.6 ± 1.1 

km/day; HA = 9.5 ± 2.0 km/day); and 2) we have shown that multiple day exposure to 

running wheels can induce physiological changes due to exercise adaptation (33).  

2.3.2. Study Protocol 

Four hours before the commencement of surgical procedures, food was removed 

to study animals in a post-absorptive condition. Body composition was assessed post food 

removal, and mice were then placed in clean cages and left undisturbed until the start of 

surgical procedure (Figure 1). All metabolic testing was performed using a terminal 

surgical procedure adapted from Hallemeesch et al. (160), which consisted of sedating the 

animal and performing a jugular vein catheterization for delivery of isotope tracer bolus 

and sample collection (Figure 1). The study protocol was identical for both groups and 

lasted approximately 5.5 hours.  
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2.3.3. Body Composition 

Bodyweight (bw) was assessed immediately after food withdrawal using a digital 

beam scale with lean body mass, fat mass, percent fat mass, total water, and free water 

measured via echo MRI (EchoMRI LLC, Houston, TX 77079; Table 1). Bone mineral 

density data were collected by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA [Lunar PIXImus 

densitometer, GE Lunar Corp. Fitchburg, WI]) while the animals were under anesthesia. 

2.3.4. Anesthesia Induction 

Mice were anesthetized via intraperitoneal (IP) injection (0.1 ml/10g body weight) 

containing a mixture of ketamine (1.25 mg/10g BW) and medetomidine (2 μg/10g BW) 

(160). Anesthesia was maintained using a continuous pump infusion of ketamine (0.35 

mg/ 10 g bw/h) and medetomidine (0.35 μg/10g bw/h) at a rate of 0.1 ml/10 g bw/h, given 

subcutaneously (160). Fluid balance and blood pressure were maintained by an initial 1.5 

ml IP saline injection (0.9% sterile, NaCl), and continuous pump infusion (Harvard 

PHD2000) of saline at a rate of 2.5 ml/hour delivered subcutaneously (160). Breathing 

was continuously monitored, and body temperature was monitored using a rectal 

thermistor and maintained at 37°C via heating pad and lamp. 

2.3.5. Stable Tracer Infusion by IV Pulse 

Under anesthesia, a peripheral catheter was placed in the right jugular vein for 

blood sampling and infusion of a stable isotope tracer pulse (0.1 ml; isotonic) containing 

L-(Guanidino-15N2)-ARG, L-(5-13C; 4,4,5,5-D4)-CIT, L- (13C5)-ORN, L-(1,2-13C2)-GLU, 

L-(15N2)-GLN, and L-(Ring-13C6)-PHE (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories: Woburn, MA, 
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USA). The different concentrations (nmol/0.01 ml) for each tracer are as follows: ARG 

(381.7), CIT (137.2), ORN (245.9), GLN (1699.6), GLU (196.8), and PHE (271.8).  

2.3.6. Sample Collection 

Blood samples (0.05 - 0.1 ml per sample) were collected utilizing two sampling 

time schedules (schedule 1: t = 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30 minutes; schedule 2: t = 3, 7, 15, 25, 

and 40 minutes) after pulse administration (Figure 1). Mice were sampled according to 

schedule 1 or 2 in order to minimize the total volume of blood taken from each animal and 

to provide a wider range of temporal points for more accurate fitting of the resulting data. 

The volume of blood that was collected was replaced with an equal volume of sterile 

normal saline. In a preliminary study in which no tracer infusion occurred during the 

mouse surgery, we obtained blood samples to measure the background enrichment. After 

the cannulation and sampling procedure concluded, the animals were euthanized by 

removal of the heart. Venous lithium-heparinized blood was collected and immediately 

placed on ice. Within one hour, the blood samples were centrifuged (4 °C, 3120 x g for 5 

min) to obtain plasma, which was then deproteinized with 0.1 vol of 33% (w/w) 

trichloroacetic acid and stored at −80 °C for later analysis of tracer enrichments and 

concentrations of AAs via liquid chromatography tandem-mass spectrometry (LC-

MS/MS). 

2.3.7. Biochemical Analysis 

Plasma AAs and their tracer enrichments were measured batchwise with LC-

MS/MS using procedures previously validated in our lab (49, 161-163). Isotope peak areas 

were automatically identified and integrated by the SignalFinder1 algorithm in 
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MultiQuant v. 3.0 (Sciex), exported to Excel for calculation of area ratios, and regressed 

using GraphPad Prism 8 as described in detail in our previous study (49) 

2.3.8. Calculations 

The decay (change over time) of the tracer/tracee ratio (TTR [injected stable 

tracers/naturally occurring AA being traced]) was group fitted with a two-exponential 

least-squares regression: TTR (t) = a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t). The area under the 

curve (AUC) was calculated from the integral two exponential curves (76). Whole-body 

production (WBP) was then calculated as DOSE (amount of isotope tracer in the 

pulse)/AUC. Metabolites from the injected stable tracers were group fitted as TTR (t) = 

−a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t), and the integral was calculated to represent the AUC.  

We calculated the conversion of one AA into another AA by using the WBP of the 

product AA and the ratio between the AUC of the TTR from the pulse of the 

product/substrate (49). For example, the conversion of CIT to ARG (i.e., de novo ARG 

production) was calculated as WBP of ARG L-(Guanidino-15N2)-arginine * AUC-TTR 

(L- [5-13C; 4,4,5,5-D4]-arginine/AUC-TTR L- [5-13C; 4,4,5,5-D4]-CIT).  

As the AUC calculation with the fitting procedure could not be done for the CIT 

metabolite tracer (i.e., 06 CIT1 [Ureido-M1]) given that the 40-minute sampling procedure 

was insufficient to observe differences in the metabolite decay curve (Figure 2-A), based 

on our previously published work (160, 164-166) we performed an alternative calculation 

for NO production. As NO production = WBP(CIT) * AUC (06 CIT1 [Ureido-

M1])/AUC(ARG2), it can also be re-written as NO production = WBP(CIT)/AUC(ARG2) 

* AUC (06 CIT1 [Ureido-M1]). We subsequently calculated the ratio between the 
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estimated NO production of HA and LA, assuming AUC (06 CIT1 [Ureido-M1]) was not 

different (Figure 2-B). The non-compartmental analysis was done using GraphPad Prism 

(version 8.1). Additionally, the clearance flux of the stable tracers was calculated as 

WBP/plasma concentration (67) and expressed as mL/min. 

2.3.9. Statistical Analysis 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). If data failed normality or 

equal variance tests, they were log-transformed. Unpaired Student's t-tests were used to 

determine differences in body composition, plasma AA, and plasma metabolites between 

the HA and LA mouse groups. A one-sample Wilcoxon t-test with a hypothetical value of 

1.0 was used to determine differences in NO production ratio. The statistical package 

within GraphPad Prism (Version 8.1) was used for data analysis. The level of significance 

was set a priori at p < 0.05. 

2.4. Results 

We analyzed a total of 43 male mice at twelve-weeks of age, 23 LA, and 20 HA 

(Table 1). Although no differences in total fat mass, bone mineral density, or average 

daily food consumption were observed, the HA mice were characterized by 6.7% higher 

total body weight (p<0.0001) due to a 6.4% higher lean mass (p=0.0003). The higher lean 

mass observed in the HA mice also explains the 7.0% higher total-body water observed in 

these mice. It should be noted that although the lean mass was higher in the HA mice, it 

only represents a 1.4 g difference in lean mass between HA and LA mice, thus suggesting 

that any differences observed in WBP and clearance rates could be associated with the 

difference in lean body mass. For this reason, we normalized our results to the animal’s 
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lean body mass. The same statement can be applied to the total body water differences as 

they account for a 1.3 g difference between mouse strains. 

Post-absorptive plasma concentrations of the six measured AAs are depicted in 

Table 1. Significantly lower concentrations were observed in the HA mice for GLU 

(71.1%, p < 0.0001), CIT (21.0%, p = 0.0003), and ORN (40.1%, p = 0.0241), while no 

significant differences were found in plasma concentrations for GLN, PHE, or ARG. 

Despite lower concentrations of GLU, CIT, and ORN in the HA mice, we found 

that the HA mice had significantly higher WBP for CIT (21.8%, p < 0.0001; Figure 3-A), 

while having significantly lower WBP of GLU (78.5%; p = 0.02; Figure 4-B), with no 

difference in WBP for ORN (p=0.17; Figure 4-C). Additionally, despite no differences in 

the concentrations of GLN, PHE, or ARG, the HA mice had significantly higher WBP 

ARG (21.4%, p < 0.0001; Figure 3-B), and PHE (7.6%, p < 0.01; Figure 4-A), while 

having no differences in the WBP of GLN (p = 0.51; Figure 4-D). Additionally, we found 

no differences in the conversion of CIT to ARG (i.e., de novo ARG production between 

the LA and HA mice (0.83 ± 0.05 vs. 0.92 ± 0.07 nmol/g lbm/min; p = 0.28).  

There were no differences (p = 0.15) during the 40-minute decay curve for the 

metabolite 06 CIT1 [Ureido-M1] between the groups (Figure 2-A). We then calculated 

the ratio between LA and HA and found that the ratio between the estimated NO 

production was 0.64 ± 0.08 (p = 0.0197; Figure 2-B). Therefore, the ratio between 

estimated NO production was lower in LA mice, suggesting HA mice had higher NO 

production.  
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With the measurement of AA plasma concentrations and WBP, we calculated the 

AA clearance rates. We found the HA group had a 42.3% increased clearance rate for CIT, 

19.5% for ARG, and 48.4% for ORN and 18.5% for PHE (all p values < 0.0001) compared 

to the LA group (Table 1). There was no significant difference in clearance rates for GLN 

(5.3%, p = 0.25) or GLU (8.6%, p = 0.33) in HA mice compared to LA mice (Table 1). 

2.5. Discussion 

Our purpose was to determine if endogenous metabolic pathways could be 

associated with physical activity levels. Overall, our data suggest HA mice have modified 

ARG and related pathways that were associated with their high PA levels.  The 

modification of the ARG pathways includes both alterations in whole-body production 

and clearance of various AA, which appear to lead to differential NO responses in high 

active mice. 

We observed HA mice have higher WBP (Figure 2-B) and clearance (Table 1) of 

ARG with no resulting overall change in plasma concentrations (Table 1) compared to 

LA mice. Despite the HA mice showing higher WBP and clearance capacity of ARG, the 

lack of change in ARG plasma concentrations between mouse strains can be explained by 

the high compartmentalization and recycling of ARG within various body organs (54). 

For example, the liver produces ARG via the complete urea cycle but does not release 

ARG into plasma, thus not contributing to total ARG plasma concentrations (110). 

However, given the compartmentalization of ARG metabolism, alterations in WBP and 

clearance of ARG may represent other factors that affect endogenous metabolic pathways.  
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For example, it is possible that strain differences, weight, activity exposure, or diet, could 

have affected ARG metabolism differentially between the strains. 

The basis for the difference between inbred strains is the underlying genomic 

variations between these strains. We have studied these two strains’ genomic and 

proteomic profiles extensively in the past (28, 29, 43, 58, 148) to understand the 

underlying genomic/proteomic factors that differentially regulate the physical activity 

levels of these two strains.  We found potential proteomic differences in the past (28) that 

may provide the underlying genomic mechanisms that control the observations we have 

made. Such proteomic differences include overexpression of succinyl CoA ligase and 

cluster of creatine kinase B in the nucleus accumbens-brain region that plays a central role 

in the reward circuit.  Interestingly, both succinyl CoA ligase and creatine kinase B are 

involved in energy metabolism. Primarily, succinyl CoA ligase accelerates the 

transduction of the intermediate succinyl CoA into the citric acid cycle, and creatine kinase 

B plays an essential catalytic role in the transfer of phosphate between ATP and several 

phosphagens within tissues that have significant fluctuating energy demands (e.g., brain, 

skeletal muscle, heart, and liver). 

Moreover, the gene responsible for the metabolic pathway of creatine kinase B is 

located in chromosome 12 (location: 111669355–111672338) (57), near a single 

nucleotide polymorphism associated with the regulation of PA distance (location: 

89,352,286) (148). Given that ARG is needed for creatine synthesis (167), creatine is 

utilized during energy transduction reactions, and our previous study showing 

overexpression of creatine kinase B in the nucleus accumbens (28), it can be speculated 
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that higher WBP of ARG found in HA mice serves to provide higher energy transduction 

within skeletal muscle which could be related to their higher PA levels.   Therefore, it is 

probable the differential genomic structure of the HA and LA mice contributed to the 

differential ARG metabolism observed in this study, a finding that validates using a 

genomically-controlled model such as inbred mice (versus outbred mice) to explore 

differential pathways that are associated with physical activity. 

Other external factors that could have influenced ARG metabolism pathways were 

controlled for during this study.  As a control for aging effects, both mouse groups were 

analyzed at 12-weeks of age (peak physically active age for most mice (149)).  

Additionally, while the HA group had a 6.4% higher lean mass than the LA mice, which 

was different from our earlier results (57), we controlled for these mass differences by 

standardizing our results by lean body mass. To prevent potential training-induced 

changes in metabolism, we studied naive animals (i.e., not exposed to a running wheel) 

given we have previously shown running wheel exposure can affect gene expression (33).  

Lastly, as a check on potential diet-induced changes in metabolism, both strains had the 

same daily average food consumption, which controlled for potential differences in 

metabolism induced by varying caloric intake composition or volume (Table 1). 

Therefore, other than known genomic differences that have been associated with physical 

activity regulation, we conclude the animals studied were not exposed to other external 

factors that would have altered ARG metabolism. 

Without external factors altering ARG metabolism, differences in ARG 

metabolism should be a result of alterations in various endogenous factors.  Because ARG 
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can be derived from whole-body protein breakdown, dietary intake, and de novo 

production via the intestinal-renal axis (53, 54), we assessed if endogenous factors 

contributed to the observed WBP of ARG in HA mice.  This assessment was supported 

by two factors: First, given that PHE is a proxy for measuring whole-body protein 

breakdown (76, 77), the observed higher WBP of PHE suggests that HA mice have higher 

rates of protein breakdown, which contribute to the higher WBP of ARG.  Secondly, 

because plasma concentrations are associated with the disposal capacity of their 

corresponding substrates (168), our findings suggest that although the observed lower 

PHE plasma concentrations were only trending to be significantly lower (p=0.07) in the 

HA mice, this observed lower trend is due to increased clearance rates for PHE.   Thus, 

whole-body protein breakdown and higher clearance capacity of PHE were contributing 

to the higher WBP of ARG in HA mice independent of exogenous ARG intake (given that 

diet was controlled).  

Another potential source of an increased ARG WBP is through the intestinal-renal 

axis and the de novo ARG production pathways.  In order to assess if the higher WBP of 

ARG is derived from the intestinal-renal axis pathway (Figure 5), we assessed plasma 

concentrations (Table 1), WBP (Figure 2 & 3), and clearance fluxes (Table 1) of CIT, its 

precursors (GLN, GLU, ORN), and the conversion product of CIT to ARG (i.e., de novo 

ARG) (169).  We found no differences in GLN plasma concentrations, WBP, or clearance 

rates between strains, suggesting muscle protein breakdown and resynthesis of GLN in 

the small intestine is constant, and therefore, not affecting GLN as a precursor for CIT 

production.  Additionally, we observed significantly lower plasma concentrations and 
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WBP of GLU in the HA mice without a difference in GLU clearance rate. This observation 

suggests the lower GLU WBP was potentially due to GLU being utilized in other 

metabolic pathways outside of the small intestine, and thus not contributing to the WBP 

of ORN or CIT.  The mechanisms responsible for reduced GLU concentrations in the HA 

animals may include neuronal excitability, synaptic plasticity, immunity, and behavior 

within the central nervous system (170); however, we suggest GLU in HA mice is 

potentially being utilized in an anaplerotic reaction as a substrate to replenish the TCA-

Cycle intermediate 2-oxoglutarate when this intermediate is being extracted for 

biosynthesis.  Also, despite ORN WBP not being different between strains, total plasma 

concentration was lower, and the clearance rate for ORN was higher in HA mice.  This 

reduction of ORN plasma concentration and increased clearance rate suggest HA mice 

utilize these AAs at a faster rate than LA mice, which may be related to their higher PA 

levels.  Lastly, we observed decreased CIT plasma concentrations along with an increase 

in CIT WBP and clearance rate. These observations suggest more CIT is being produced 

in the small intestine independent of the AA intestinal precursors (i.e., GLN, GLU, ORN) 

and utilized within the kidney for production of ARG (i.e., de novo ARG). However, 

despite the calculated de novo ARG WBP being 10.3% greater in HA mice, this difference 

was not statistically significant. Therefore, increased WBP and clearance of CIT 

independent of its precursors and the lack of WBP change in de novo ARG suggest the 

intestinal-renal axis pathway is not responsible for the elevated WBP of ARG in HA mice.  

Although ARG is a versatile AA with multiple metabolic fates (e.g., synthesis of 

protein, creatine, polyamines, agmatine, urea (109)), we hypothesize the higher WBP and 
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clearance of ARG observed were related to higher production of NO which influenced the 

high activity level of these mice. We base this hypothesis on two observations.  First, the 

combined WBP levels of CIT and PHE contributed a 21.4% higher ARG WBP in HA 

mice.  Secondly, the observed higher ratio utilized as a proxy for NO production (Figure 

2-B) in HA mice suggests these mice may have a higher production of NO (Figure 5).  

Therefore, a higher NO production would increase vasodilation, providing HA mice with 

increased blood flow, nutrient delivery, and waste removal in the working tissues (e.g., 

muscles).  Consequently, the elevated ARG pathway presents itself as a metabolic 

mechanism which in theory, could influence the PA levels of HA mice.  

In conclusion, the decreased CIT and PHE plasma concentrations, the higher CIT 

and PHE contribution to higher ARG WBP, the higher estimated NO production ratio, and 

the increased clearance rates for CIT, PHE, and ARG observed in HA mice, suggested an 

activated ARG pathway in those mice that were inherently more physically active. 

Moreover, the higher ratio for estimation of NO production in HA mice shows the 

activated ARG pathway may serve as a precursor to increasing NO production, which may 

be potentially linked to their exhibition of higher PA levels. 

2.5.1. Limitations 

It should be noted that the WBP values reported in this study are ~ four-fold higher 

than what we have previously reported in other studies (160, 171-174).  Our previous 

rodent studies used primed-constant infusion protocols, which can cause an 

underestimation of GLN, given that GLN has a considerably large pool size (175). 
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However, the present study used a single pulse approach, which we expected to provide 

us with higher values that are probably less than that of the actual values (49, 50).  

Moreover, despite our efforts to prevent potential training-induced changes in 

metabolism by studying naive animals (i.e., not exposed to a running wheel), it is possible 

that differences in daily cage ambulation could have altered metabolic pathways.  

However, we have previously shown that running wheel measures of activity do not 

correlate with measures of daily cage ambulation (57). Another limitation is that from this 

data alone, we cannot conclude that the observed differences are not due to mouse strain 

differences or PA disposition.   
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3. ELEVATED WHOLE-BODY PRODUCTION OF VALINE AND ISOLEUCINE 

IN HIGH-ACTIVE MICE 

 

3.1. Synopsis 

The essential amino acids, valine (VAL), isoleucine (ILE), and leucine (LEU) – 

known as the branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) have been studied for muscle wasting 

disorders and within numerous systemic diseases (e.g., diabetes, cancer, and heart failure). 

However, little is known about the metabolic interactions between BCAA and the potential 

regulation of physical activity (PA) levels. Our previous study suggests that endogenous 

metabolic mechanisms are potentially regulating PA levels. One such metabolic mechanism 

involves the anaplerotic reactions which replenish the TCA cycle intermediate succinyl- 

CoA via succinate ligase production via the precursors ILE and VAL. We assessed the 

metabolism of BCAA by measuring plasma concentration and enrichments, whole-body 

production (WBP), and clearance rates in mice previously classified as either low-active 

(LA) or high-active (HA). Under anesthesia, we assessed LA and HA male mice by 

administering a pulse cocktail containing BCAA stable tracers via jugular catheterization. 

BCAA WBP and clearance rates were calculated. HA mice have lower plasma 

concentrations of LEU (p=0.0184), ILE (p=0.0041), and VAL (p=0.0008), as well as lower 

clearance rates for all BCAA (p>0.0001). WBP in HA was only higher for ILE (p=0.0189) 

and VAL (p=0.0019). In conclusion, the stimulated VAL and ILE whole-body utilization 

and clearance pathways observed in HA mice could lead to improved anaplerotic reactions. 
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3.2. Introduction 

For several decades, the essential amino acids valine (VAL), isoleucine (ILE), and 

leucine (LEU) – known as the branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) have been extensively 

studied for their roles in exercise performance (115, 116, 176-190) and protein synthesis 

(191-201).  However, these exercise and protein synthesis studies have primarily focused on 

the performance-enhancing qualities derived from VAL, ILE, and LEU supplementation and 

have not assessed the metabolic interactions between BCAA and the potential regulation on 

physical activity (PA) levels. A better understanding of the BCAAs’ metabolic interactions 

with PA levels is of crucial importance given that moderate PA is associated with the 

diminished prevalence of diseases (22, 25) and their causal economic burden on healthcare 

costs (21). Despite the known health benefits of PA, the percentage of American adults who 

adhere to the recommended PA guidelines (i.e., 150 minutes of moderate-intensity per week) 

is less than 10% (24). 

 Unlike LEU, VAL and ILE can undergo anaplerotic (re-filling) reactions within the 

tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA)(202). When TCA intermediates such as succinyl-coenzyme-

A (succinyl-Co-A) are diverted due to disease conditions (e.g., Type II Diabetes), the energy 

cycle is broken, and can no longer function properly. Essential energy production is resumed 

when the diverted intermediate(s) can be replenished by anaplerotic reactions (203, 204) ─ 

a process also known as anaplerosis (202).  

 After VAL and ILE are oxidized in the mitochondrial matrix, they undergo 

anaplerosis as they enter the TCA cycle through succinyl-CoA via propionyl-CoA and 

methylmalonyl-CoA (205). Succinyl-CoA is then converted to succinate and free CoA via 

the TCA enzyme succinyl-CoA ligase, also known as succinate synthase (150). Additionally, 
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succinyl-CoA ligase is responsible for energy production by converting guanosine 

diphosphate (GDP) to guanosine triphosphate (GTP) or adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (206, 207). 

 To better understand the potential mechanism(s) regulating PA levels, we have 

studied inbred mouse strains previously classified to be high-active (HA), and low-active 

(LA) mouse models (30, 33, 43, 57, 58, 148, 149). We showed (28) that HA mice have 

overexpression of succinyl-CoA ligase in the nucleus accumbens ─ a brain region associated 

with the regulation of PA (29, 42, 143, 208). Given the observed overexpression of succinyl-

CoA ligase in the nucleus accumbens of the HA mouse brain (28), VAL and ILE’s 

anaplerotic properties within the TCA intermediate succinyl-CoA, and data depicting PA 

alterations in mice exposed to different glucogenic and ketogenic diets (44, 45, 209), we 

hypothesize that endogenous BCAA metabolism may be involved with the regulation of PA 

levels. To determine if differences in BCAA metabolism were associated with the regulation 

of inherent PA levels, we studied total AA concentrations and used a stable tracer approach 

to assess whole-body production (WBP), and clearance rates of VAL, ILE, and LEU in HA 

and LA inbred mice. 

3.3. Materials and Methods 

3.3.1. Animals 

All procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee 

(IACUC) of Texas A&M University. We assessed a total of 23 male C3H/HeJ mice 

(inherently LA inbred strain) and 20 male C57L/J mice (inherently HA inbred strain). The 

characteristic activity levels of these two strains are based on previous voluntary wheel 

running data (42) with these strains used in several subsequent studies (28-31, 33, 56, 208). 
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Mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) at 10-weeks of 

age and group-housed in standard mouse-cages in light and temperature-controlled housing 

facility (12-hour light-dark cycle, room temperature 22-24°C). Water and a standard chow 

diet (Harlan Labs, Houston TX; 25.2% protein, 4.0 % fat, 39.5% carbohydrate, 3.3% crude 

fiber, 10% neutral fiber, and 9.9% ash) diet were provided ad libitum. After a two-week 

acclimation period, metabolic phenotyping procedures were performed via a terminal 

surgery. During the acclimation period, mice were not exposed to wheel-running activity for 

two reasons: 1) average PA levels of these two mouse strains have previously been described 

(57) (average wheel running distance: LA = 0.6 ± 1.1 km/day; HA = 9.5 ± 2.0 km/day); and 

2) we have shown that multiple day exposure to running wheels can induce physiological 

changes due to exercise adaptation (33). 

3.3.2. Study Protocol 

Four hours before the commencement of surgical procedures, food was removed to 

study animals in a post-absorptive condition. Body composition was assessed post food 

removal, and mice were then placed in clean cages and left undisturbed until the start of 

surgical procedure (Figure 1). All metabolic testing was performed using a terminal surgical 

procedure adapted from Hallemeesch et al. (160), which consisted of sedating the animal 

and performing a jugular vein catheterization for delivery of isotope tracer bolus and sample 

collection (Figure 1). The study protocol was identical for both groups and lasted 

approximately 5.5 hours. 

3.3.3. Body Composition 

Bodyweight (bw) was assessed immediately after food withdrawal using a digital 

beam scale with lean body mass, fat mass, percent fat mass, total water, and free water 
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measured via echo MRI (EchoMRI LLC, Houston, TX 77079; Table 1). Bone mineral 

density data were collected by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA [Lunar PIXImus 

densitometer, GE Lunar Corp. Fitchburg, WI]) while the animals were under anesthesia. 

3.3.4. Anesthesia Induction 

Mice were anesthetized via intraperitoneal (IP) injection (0.1 ml/10g body weight) 

containing a mixture of ketamine (1.25 mg/10g BW) and medetomidine (2 μg/10g BW) 

(160). Anesthesia was maintained using a continuous pump infusion of ketamine (0.35 mg/ 

10 g bw/h) and medetomidine (0.35 μg/10g bw/h) at a rate of 0.1 ml/10 g bw/h, given 

subcutaneously (160). Fluid balance and blood pressure were maintained by an initial 1.5 ml 

IP saline injection (0.9% sterile, NaCl), and by continuous pump infusion (Harvard 

PHD2000) of saline at a rate of 2.5 ml/hour delivered subcutaneously (160). Breathing was 

continuously monitored, and body temperature was monitored using a rectal thermistor and 

maintained at 37°C via a heating pad and lamp. 

3.3.5. Stable Tracer Infusion by IV Pulse 

Under anesthesia, a peripheral catheter was placed in the right jugular vein for blood 

sampling and infusion of a stable isotope tracer pulse (0.1 ml; isotonic) containing L- (13C6)-

LEU, L-(1-13C)-ILE, and L-(13C5)-VAL (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories: Woburn, MA, 

USA). The different concentrations (nmol/0.01 ml) for each tracer are as follows: LEU 

(474.4), ILE (395.4), and VAL (993.1). 

3.3.6. Sample Collection 

Blood samples (0.05- 0.1 ml per sample) were collected utilizing two sampling time 

schedules (schedule 1: t = 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30 minutes; schedule 2: t = 3, 7, 15, 25, and 40 

minutes) after pulse administration (Figure 1). Mice were sampled according to schedule 1 
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or 2 in order to minimize the total volume of blood taken from each animal and to provide a 

wider range of temporal points for more accurate fitting of the resulting data. The volume of 

blood that was collected was replaced with an equal volume of sterile normal saline. In a 

preliminary study in which no tracer infusion occurred during the mouse surgery, we 

obtained blood samples to measure the background enrichment. After the cannulation and 

sampling procedure concluded, the animals were euthanized by removal of the heart. Venous 

lithium-heparinized blood was collected and immediately placed on ice. Within one hour, 

the blood samples were centrifuged (4 °C, 3120 x g for 5 min) to obtain plasma, which was 

then deproteinized with 0.1 vol of 33% (w/w) trichloroacetic acid and stored at −80 °C for 

later analysis of tracer enrichments and concentrations of AAs via liquid chromatography 

tandem-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). 

3.3.7. Biochemical Analysis 

Plasma AAs and their tracer enrichments were measured batchwise with LC-MS/MS 

using procedures previously validated in our lab (49, 161-163). Isotope peak areas were 

automatically identified and integrated by the SignalFinder1 algorithm in MultiQuant v. 3.0 

(Sciex), exported to Excel for calculation of area ratios, and regressed using GraphPad Prism 

8 as described in detail in our previous study (49). 

3.3.8. Calculations 

The decay (change over time) of the tracer/tracee ratio (TTR [injected stable 

tracers/naturally occurring AA being traced]) was group fitted with a two-exponential least-

squares regression: TTR (t) = a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t). The area under the curve 

(AUC) was calculated from the integral two exponential curves (76). Whole-body 

production (WBP) was then calculated as DOSE (amount of isotope tracer in the 
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pulse)/AUC. Metabolites from the injected stable tracers were group fitted as TTR (t) = 

−a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t), and the integral was calculated to represent the AUC. The 

non-compartmental analysis was done using GraphPad Prism (version 8.1). Additionally, 

the clearance flux of the stable tracers was calculated as WBP/plasma concentration (67)and 

expressed as mL/min. 

3.3.9. Statistical Analysis 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). If data failed normality or equal 

variance tests, they were log-transformed. Unpaired Student's t-tests were used to determine 

differences in body composition, plasma AA, and plasma metabolites between the HA and 

LA mouse groups. A one-sample Wilcoxon t-test with a hypothetical value of 1.0 was used 

to determine differences in NO production ratio. The statistical package within GraphPad 

Prism (Version 8.1) was used for data analysis. The level of significance was set a priori at 

p < 0.05. 

3.4. Results 

We analyzed a total of 43 male mice at twelve-weeks of age, 20 HA, and 23 LA 

(Table 1). Although no differences in total fat mass, bone mineral density, or average daily 

food consumption were observed, the HA mice were characterized by 6.7% higher total body 

weight (p<0.0001) due to a 6.4% higher lean mass (p=0.0003). The higher lean mass 

observed in the HA mice also explained the 7.0% higher total-body water observed in these 

mice. It should be noted that although the lean mass was higher in the HA mice, it only 

represented a 1.4 g difference in lean mass between HA and LA mice, thus suggesting that 

any differences observed in WBP and clearance rates could be associated with the difference 

in lean body mass. For this reason, we normalized our results to the animal’s lean body mass. 
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We applied a similar rationale to the total body water differences as they accounted for a 1.3 

g difference between mouse strains. 

 In addition to the mouse characteristics, Table 1 also depicts post-absorptive plasma 

concentrations of BCAA. Significantly lower concentrations were observed in the HA mice 

for all BCAA ─ VAL (18%, p = 0.0008), ILE (17.3%, p = 0.0041), and LEU (14.5%, p = 

0.0184). Despite lower concentrations of all three BCAA in the HA mice, we found that the 

HA mice had significantly higher WBP for VAL (18.2%, p < 0.0019; Figure 6-A), and for 

ILE (33.2%, p < 0.0189; Figure 6-B). No significant differences in WBP for LEU (3.8%; p 

= 0.5592; Figure 6-C) were observed. We calculated the BCAA clearance rates from the 

measurement of AA plasma concentrations and WBP. We found the HA group had a 36.0% 

increased clearance rate for VAL, 49.8% for ILE, and 18.2% for LEU (all p values < 0.0001) 

compared to the LA group (Figure 7 A-C). 

3.5. Discussion 

Our purpose was to determine if endogenous BCAA metabolic pathways were 

associated with physical activity levels. Overall, our data suggest HA mice have stimulated 

VAL and ILE related pathways that were associated with their high PA levels. The 

modification of these pathways includes both alterations in whole-body production and 

clearance, while LEU only showed alterations in total clearance. These VAL and ILE 

stimulated pathways could lead to improved anaplerotic reactions in the high active mice, 

which may be associated with their inherently high PA levels.  

3.5.1. Does increased VAL and ILE stimulate anaplerosis? 

 During homeostasis, increased VAL and ILE can stimulate anaplerosis (202). These 

anaplerotic stimulations occur in VAL and ILE, but not in LEU due to the differences in 
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glucogenic and ketogenic properties. VAL is a considered a glucogenic AA, LEU is a 

ketogenic AA, whereas ILE is considered both; thus, these BCAA undergo different 

catabolic reactions after entering the mitochondrial matrix (204). For instance, when VAL, 

ILE, and LEU enter skeletal muscle cells, they are first transaminated by branched-chain 

aminotransferase (BCAT) into the branched-chain keto acids (BCKA) α-keto-isovalerate 

(KIV), α-keto-b-methylvalerate (KMV), and α-ketoisocaproate (KIC) respectively.  

 Transamination by BCAT into BCKA is followed by an irreversible catabolic step 

(210) driven by the Branched-Chain Alpha-Ketoacid Dehydrogenase (BCKDH) complex in 

which KIV and KMV undergo several reactions to form propionyl-CoA, and KIC forms 

acetoacetate (123). LEU’s BCKA product ─ acetoacetate ─  undergoes several steps to 

produce acetyl-CoA (211); however, this process does not promote anaplerosis given that 

acetyl-CoA needs several other intermediate steps before the potential to stimulate 

mitochondrial energetic flux. The VAL and ILE BCKAs product ─ Propionyl-CoA ─ reacts 

with Biotin to produce methylmalonyl-CoA, which is then acted on by the enzyme 

methylmalonyl-CoA Mutase to enter the TCA cycle as the intermediate Succinyl-CoA (205). 

Therefore, increased VAL and ILE transamination can promote anaplerosis and stimulate 

mitochondrial energetic flux. 

3.5.2. BCAA in exercise and habitual Physical Activity 

 Since the late 1980s, BCAA interventions for exercise performance has been a topic 

of interest (115, 116). Today, BCAA are a multimillion-dollar industry primarily because of 

the claim that consumption of dietary BCAA (specifically LEU) stimulates muscle protein 

synthesis or produce an anabolic response in human subjects, and the anaplerotic benefits 

provided when VAL and ILE are elevated(117). However, a recent 2017 review on the 
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anabolic effects of BCAA concluded that the anabolic claim was unwarranted (118). A 2005 

review (119) titled “Interrelationship Between Physical Activity and Branched-chain Amino 

Acids” mentioned PA in its title; however, it’s only a review of BCAA and exercise and 

(212) fails to mention/assess interactions between endogenous BCAA metabolism and their 

relationship with innate PA levels. 

 Recently,  Xiao et al. (120) reported their findings from an untargeted metabolomics 

study where they examined 328 plasma metabolites in a group of 277 Chinese male and 

female adults.  Subsequently, Xiao and colleagues showed 11 metabolites to be associated 

with a high level of physical activity energy expenditure. Interestingly, they observed that a 

higher level of PA is associated with lower plasma levels of VAL, ILE, and LEU and of 

carbohydrates in metabolic pathways (120).  

 The reported BCAA plasma levels associated with higher PA levels in adults 

coincide with our current findings of lower VAL, ILE, and LEU plasma concentrations in 

HA mice (Table 2). The lower plasma concentrations shown in HA mice along with their 

higher clearance rates for all BCAA (Figure 7 A-B) suggest that HA mice have an increased 

turnover for VAL, ILE, and LEU. However, VAL and ILE were the only two AAs depicting 

a higher WBP (Figure 6-A & B). These WBP observations suggest HA mice have higher 

oxidation of VAL and ILE to propionyl-CoA and methylmalonyl-CoA and increasing the 

TCA intermediate Succinyl-CoA, thus promoting anaplerosis and stimulating mitochondrial 

energetic flux. 

3.5.3. BCAA in Diabetes/Glucose Regulation 

 Recent BCAA studies have shifted focus towards BCAA metabolic association in fat 

metabolism (121-127), and within numerous systemic diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes (T2D), 
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cancer, and heart failure) (125, 128-131). For example, defects in mitochondrial β-oxidation 

and BCAA oxidation are associated with T2D and other conditions such as Huntington’s 

disease and maple syrup urine disease (132-135). Because of these defective mitochondrial 

pathways, the production of TCA cycle intermediates can be limited (136, 137), and obesity 

worsens the condition of the disease. Based on our VAL and ILE observations, these beta-

oxidation malfunctions observed in obese T2D could hypothetically be restored by 

replenishing the depleted TCA cycle intermediates via anaplerotic reactions.   

 This anaplerotic claim is supported by a recent study (140) in which healthy mice 

selectively bred for high activity levels demonstrated an increase in their PA levels when 

exposed to a WD (high-fat diet). Since we didn't observe any changes in LEU WBP in our 

inbred HA mice (Figure 6-C), we hypothesize that mice selectively bred for high PA levels 

may be taking advantage of ILE’s anaplerotic properties given that ILE is both a glucogenic 

and ketogenic amino acid, thus increasing BCAA oxidation to propionyl-CoA in the blood 

and providing them with more ATP. 

3.5.4. High-Active Animal Model 

  Despite the HA mice showing higher WBP and clearance capacity of VAL and ILE, 

the observed differences may represent other factors that affect endogenous metabolic 

pathways.  For example, it is possible that strain differences, weight, activity exposure, or 

diet, could have affected VAL and ILE metabolism differentially between the strains. The 

basis for the difference between inbred strains is the underlying genomic variations between 

these strains. We have studied these two strains’ genomic and proteomic profiles extensively 

in the past (28, 29, 43, 58, 148) to understand the underlying genomic/proteomic factors that 

differentially regulate the physical activity levels of these two strains.  Such proteomic 
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differences include overexpression of succinyl-CoA ligase and a cluster of creatine kinase 

B in the nucleus accumbens-brain region that plays a central role in the reward circuit.  

Interestingly, both succinyl-CoA ligase and creatine kinase B are involved in energy 

metabolism. Primarily, succinyl-CoA ligase accelerates the conversion of the intermediate 

succinyl-CoA into succinate within the TCA cycle, and creatine kinase B plays an essential 

catalytic role in the transfer of phosphate between ATP and several phosphagens within 

tissues that have significant fluctuating energy demands (e.g., brain, skeletal muscle, heart, 

and liver). 

 Other external factors that could have influenced BCAA metabolic pathways were 

controlled for during this study.  As a control for aging effects, both mouse groups were 

analyzed at 12-weeks of age (peak physically active age for most mice (149)).  Additionally, 

while the HA group had a 6.4% higher lean mass than the LA mice, which was different 

from our earlier results (57), we controlled for these mass differences by standardizing our 

results by lean body mass. To prevent potential training-induced changes in metabolism, we 

studied naive animals (i.e., not exposed to a running wheel) given we have previously shown 

running wheel exposure can affect gene expression (33). This preventative measure reduced 

the potential risk of training-induced metabolic changes in our mouse stains.  Lastly, as a 

check on potential diet-induced changes in metabolism, both strains had the same daily 

average food consumption, which controlled for potential differences in metabolism induced 

by varying caloric intake composition or volume (Table 1). Therefore, other than known 

genomic differences that have been associated with physical activity regulation, we conclude 

the animals studied were not exposed to other external factors that would have altered BCAA 

metabolism. 
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3.5.5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, without external factors altering BCAA metabolism, differences in 

BCAA metabolism should be a result of alterations in various endogenous factors. As such, 

the decreased plasma concentrations, higher WBP, and higher clearance rates of VAL and 

ILE suggest that elevated oxidation of VAL and ILE to propionyl-CoA and methylmalonyl-

CoA potentially increased anaplerosis through Succinyl-CoA. This increase in anaplerosis 

could stimulate mitochondrial energetic flux yielding more ATP production in HA mice, 

which may be potentially linked to their exhibition of higher PA levels.  
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4. ELEVATED WHOLE-BODY PRODUCTION OF PHENYLALANINE AND 

TYROSINE IN HIGH-ACTIVE MICE 

 

4.1. Introduction 

Moderate physical activity (PA) has been recognized to reduce the occurrence of PA-

related diseases (22) such as type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer (25); 

however,  fewer than 10% of American adults older than 20 years of age engage in the 

recommended daily 30 min of moderate-intensity  PA (24). To better understand the 

potential mechanism(s) regulating PA levels, we have studied inbred mice with innately 

different PA levels ─ high-active (HA) and low-active (30, 33, 43, 57, 58, 148, 149). We 

(38) and others have suggested (141-143) that the dopaminergic system (system associated 

with regulating motor movement as well as reward behavior and motivation) may be 

responsible for the regulation of differential PA levels. More specifically, we have shown in 

HA and LA mice that genetic differences in dopamine signaling may play a role in PA 

response to dopaminergic-acting drugs (56). 

Although the dopaminergic system is complex, dopamine biosynthesis can be 

affected by the availability of its precursor, L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) (144), 

which is derived from tyrosine (TYR) through hydroxylation via the enzyme tyrosine 

hydroxylase (TyrH) (145). TYR is a non-essential amino acid, and it is primarily synthesized 

in the liver from the essential amino acid phenylalanine (PHE) through PHE hydroxylase 

(146). While PHE and TYR metabolism plays a key precursor role in dopamine production, 

these two AAs also play vital metabolic roles in energy production within the tricarboxylic 

acid cycle (TCA). More precisely, after PHE is converted to TYR, a series of metabolic 
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conversion steps occur and yield acetoacetate and fumarate, which can later be converted 

into a ketone body and glucose, respectively, and subsequently create energy. 

Moreover, the total conversion of PHE to TYR can be applied as quantification for 

whole-body net protein breakdown (WBnetPB) (64, 76, 77, 213). This conversion is 

important, as WBnetPB can provide information on total protein turnover within the muscle 

and whole-body tissues. Given PHE and TYR’s association with the dopaminergic system, 

their ketogenic and glucogenic energy-producing properties, and the derived quantification 

of net protein breakdown, we hypothesize that TYR and PHE metabolism may be involved 

with the regulation of PA levels of HA and LA mice.  

To determine if PHE and TYR metabolic pathways are associated with the regulation 

of differential PA levels in HA and LA inbred mice, we studied total AA plasma 

concentrations. Additionally, we used a stable tracer approach to assess whole-body 

production (WBP), and clearance rates of PHE and TYR, and Tau-Methyl-histidine (Tau-

MetHis) ─ metabolite used as a direct measure of muscle protein breakdown which has been 

associated with impaired muscle weakness physical function (214). 

4.2. Materials and Methods 

4.2.1. Animals 

All procedures were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee 

(IACUC) of Texas A&M University. We assessed a total of 23 male C3H/HeJ mice 

(inherently LA inbred strain) and 20 male C57L/J mice (inherently HA inbred strain). The 

characteristic activity levels of these two strains are based on previous voluntary wheel 

running data (57). Mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME, 

USA) at 10-weeks of age and group-housed in standard mouse-cages in light and 
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temperature-controlled housing facility (12-hour light-dark cycle, room temperature 22-

24°C). Water and a standard chow diet (Harlan Labs, Houston TX; 25.2% protein, 4.0 % fat, 

39.5% carbohydrate, 3.3% crude fiber, 10% neutral fiber, and 9.9% ash) diet were provided 

ad libitum. After a two-week acclimation period, metabolic phenotyping procedures were 

performed via a terminal surgery. During the acclimation period, mice were not exposed to 

wheel-running activity for two reasons: 1) average PA levels of these two mouse strains have 

previously been described (57) (average wheel running distance: LA = 0.6 ± 1.1 km/day; 

HA = 9.5 ± 2.0 km/day); and 2) we have shown that multiple day exposure to running wheels 

can induce physiological changes due to exercise adaptation (33). 

4.2.2. Study Protocol 

Four hours before commencement of surgical procedures, food was removed from 

mouse cages to study animals in a post-absorptive condition. Body composition was 

assessed post food removal, and mice were then placed in clean cages and left undisturbed 

until the start of surgical procedure (Figure 1). All metabolic testing was performed using a 

terminal surgical procedure adapted from Hallemeesch et al. (160), which consisted of 

sedating the animal and a jugular vein catheterization for delivery of isotope tracer bolus and 

sample collection (Figure 1). The study protocol was identical for both groups and lasted 

approximately 5.5 hours. 

4.2.3. Body Composition 

Bodyweight (bw) was assessed immediately after food withdrawal using a digital 

beam scale with lean body mass, fat mass, percent fat mass, total water, and free water 

measured via echo MRI (EchoMRI LLC, Houston, TX 77079; Table 1). Bone mineral 
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density data were collected by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA [Lunar PIXImus 

densitometer, GE Lunar Corp. Fitchburg, WI]) while the animals were under anesthesia. 

4.2.4. Anesthesia Induction 

Mice were anesthetized via intraperitoneal (IP) injection (0.1 ml/10g body weight) 

containing a mixture of ketamine (1.25 mg/10g BW) and medetomidine (2 μg/10g BW) 

(160). Anesthesia was maintained using a continuous pump infusion of ketamine (0.35 mg/ 

10 g bw/h) and medetomidine (0.35 μg/10g bw/h) at a rate of 0.1 ml/10 g bw/h, given 

subcutaneously (160). Fluid balance and blood pressure were maintained by an initial 1.5 ml 

IP saline injection (0.9% sterile, NaCl), and by continuous pump infusion (Harvard 

PHD2000) of saline at a rate of 2.5 ml/hour delivered subcutaneously (160). Breathing was 

continuously monitored, and body temperature was monitored using a rectal thermistor and 

maintained at 37°C via a heating pad and lamp. 

4.2.5. Stable Tracer Infusion by IV Pulse 

Under anesthesia, a peripheral catheter was placed in the right jugular vein for blood 

sampling and infusion of a stable isotope tracer pulse (0.1 ml; isotonic) containing L-(Ring-

13C6)-PHE, L-(Ring-D4)-TYR, and L-(Methyl-D3)-Tau-MetHis (Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories: Woburn, MA, USA). The different concentrations (nmol/0.01 ml) for each 

tracer are as follows:  PHE (271.8), TYR (161.1), and Tau-MetHis (38.2). Blood samples 

(0.05- 0.1 ml per sample) were collected utilizing two sampling time schedules (schedule 1: 

t = 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30 minutes; schedule 2: t = 3, 7, 15, 25, and 40 minutes) after pulse 

administration (Figure 1).  

Mice were sampled according to schedule 1 or 2 in order to minimize the total 

volume of blood taken from each animal and to provide a wider range of temporal points for 
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more accurate fitting of the resulting data. The volume of blood that was collected was 

replaced with an equal volume of sterile normal saline. In a preliminary study in which no 

tracer infusion occurred during the mouse surgery, we obtained blood samples to measure 

the background enrichment. After the cannulation and sampling procedure concluded, the 

animals were euthanized by removal of the heart. Venous lithium-heparinized blood was 

collected and immediately placed on ice. Within one hour, the blood samples were 

centrifuged (4 °C, 3120 x g for 5 min) to obtain plasma, which was then deproteinized with 

0.1 vol of 33% (w/w) trichloroacetic acid and stored at −80 °C for later analysis of tracer 

enrichments and concentrations of AAs via liquid chromatography tandem-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). 

4.2.6. Biochemical Analysis 

Plasma AAs and their tracer enrichments were measured batchwise with LC-MS/MS 

using procedures previously validated in our lab (49, 161-163). Isotope peak areas were 

automatically identified and integrated by the SignalFinder1 algorithm in MultiQuant v. 3.0 

(Sciex), exported to Excel for calculation of area ratios, and regressed using GraphPad Prism 

8 as described in detail in our previous study (49) 

4.2.7. Calculations 

The decay (change over time) of the tracer/tracee ratio (TTR [injected stable 

tracers/naturally occurring AA being traced]) was group fitted with a two-exponential least-

squares regression: TTR (t) = a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t). The area under the curve 

(AUC) was calculated from the integral two exponential curves (76). Whole-body 

production (WBP) was then calculated as DOSE (amount of isotope tracer in the 
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pulse)/AUC. Metabolites from the injected stable tracers were group fitted as TTR (t) = 

−a*exp(−k1*t) + b*exp(−k2*t), and the integral was calculated to represent the AUC. 

We calculated the conversion of one AA into another AA by using the WBP of the 

product AA and the ratio between the AUC of the TTR from the pulse of the 

product/substrate (49). For example, we defined net protein breakdown by calculating the 

conversion of PHE to TYR as the Ra TYR (L-[13C9-15N]-TYR) * TTR(L-[ring-2H4]-

TYR)/TTR (L-[ring-2H5]-PHE).  The non-compartmental analysis was done using GraphPad 

Prism (version 8.1). Additionally, the clearance flux of the stable tracers was calculated as 

WBP/plasma concentration (67) and expressed as mL/min. 

4.2.8. Statistical Analysis 

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error (SE). If data failed normality or equal 

variance tests, they were log-transformed. Unpaired Student's t-tests were used to determine 

differences in body composition, plasma AA, and plasma metabolites between the HA and 

LA mouse groups. The statistical package within GraphPad Prism (Version 8.1) was used 

for data analysis. The level of significance was set a priori at p < 0.05. 

4.3. Results 

A total of 23 LA and 20 HA male mice were analyzed at twelve-weeks of age (Table 

1). Although no differences in total fat mass, bone mineral density, or average daily food 

consumption were observed, the HA mice were characterized by 6.7% higher total body 

weight (p<0.0001) due to a 6.4% higher lean mass (p=0.0003). The higher lean mass 

observed in the HA mice also explains the 7.0% higher total-body water observed in these 

mice. It should be noted that although the lean mass was higher in the HA mice, it only 

represents a 1.4 g difference in lean mass between HA and LA mice, thus suggesting that 
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any differences observed in WBP and clearance rates could be associated with the difference 

in lean body mass. For this reason, we normalized our results to the animal’s lean body mass. 

The same statement can be applied to the total body water differences as they account for a 

1.3 g difference between mouse strains. 

Post-absorptive plasma concentrations of the measured AAs are depicted in Table 

1. Significantly lower plasma concentrations were observed in the HA mice for TYR 

(26.6%, p < 0.0001), while Tau-MetHis concentrations were significantly higher (15.0%, p 

= 0.0011) in HA mice. Although plasma concentrations for PHE were 11% lower in HA 

mice, the observed difference was not significantly different (p=0.0724). Despite lower TYR 

and higher Tau-MetHis plasma concentrations in the HA mice, we found HA mice had 

significantly higher WBP for TYR (10.18%, p < 0.05; Figure 9), while having no significant 

difference in WBP of Tau-MetHis (p = 0.1516; Figure 10). Additionally, despite no 

differences in the plasma concentrations of PHE, the HA mice had significantly higher WBP 

of PHE (7.6%, p < 0.01; Figure- 11). Additionally, we found no differences in the 

conversion of PHE to TYR (i.e., net protein breakdown) (p = 0.28). The HA group had an 

18.5% increased clearance rate for PHE, 36.5% for TYR, and 22.0% for Tau-MetHis (all p 

values < 0.0001) compared to the LA group (Figure 12). 

4.4. Discussion 

Our purpose was to determine if PHE and TYR metabolic pathways were associated 

with different physical activity levels. Overall, our data suggest HA mice have elevated PHE 

and TYR related pathways that may be associated with their high PA levels. The 

modification of these pathways includes plasma concentrations, whole-body production, and 

clearance. The observed differences in VAL and ILE could lead to increases in dopamine 
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production and/or improved anaplerosis in HA mice, which may be associated with their 

inherently high PA levels.  

4.4.1. Dopamine Production and Physical Activity 

Dopamine was first associated with basic motor function during a study by 

Bernheimer et al. (215) in which Parkinson’s syndrome characterized sporadic and 

uncontrollable movements due to decreased dopamine concentrations within the brain 

striatum and pallidum of patients with the syndrome (215). A later study suggested that 

dopamine deficiency was associated with severe PA reduction (142) by blunting the 

dopaminergic reward system. While additional studies suggested similar associations (38, 

42, 56, 216, 217), it is difficult to pinpoint the exact mechanism within the dopaminergic 

neurological cascade that may be responsible for decreased PA levels in the previous studies.  

Here, we speculate that increased WBP (Figures 9 and 11) and clearance rates 

(Figure 12) of PHE and TYR may be responsible for increasing dopamine, and subsequently 

associated with the high PA levels in HA mice. Although speculative, given that dopamine 

nor its precursor L-DOPA (144) were assessed, the logic that more TYR contributes to more 

dopamine parallels with our current results and previous dopaminergic studies in HA and 

LA mice (38, 42, 56).  

4.4.2. Can PHE and TYR Stimulate Anaplerosis? 

While PHE and TYR metabolism plays a key precursor role in dopamine production, 

PHE and TYR are two of four AA considered to serve as both ketogenic and glucogenic 

substrates in energy production, with the other two AA being ILE and tryptophan (138). Like 

the VAL and ILE anaplerosis discussion in section three, liver cells can metabolize PHE and 

TYR ultimately forming acetyl acetate and fumarate (139). Acetyl acetate can then be 
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converted into ketone bodies while fumarate can form glucose (Figure 13). However, this 

PHE and TYR conversion to fuel molecules can only occur after PHE is converted to TYR 

by the enzyme phenylalanine dehydrogenase, followed by several additional conversion 

steps (a-hydroxyphenylpyruvate → homogentisate → 4-maleylacetoacetate → 4-

fumerylacetoacetate), thus yielding fumarate and acetyl acetate (139, 218).  

Subsequently, fumarate is converted to malate then into oxaloacetate ─ the starting 

point for gluconeogenesis in the liver - while TYR derived acetyl acetate forms acetoacetyl-

CoA via 3-ketoacyl-CoA transferase and then produces a ketone body. Thus. PHE and TYR 

can stimulate anaplerosis. The observed elevation of PHE and TYR in HA mice suggests 

that HA mice may have a greater capacity to generate fuel molecules via anaplerosis than 

LA mice.  

4.4.3. Whole-Body Net Protein Breakdown and Tau-Methylhistidine 

WBnetPB can be quantified by calculating the total conversion of PHE to TYR (64, 

76, 77, 213). Tau-MetHis is present in actin and myosin heavy-chain proteins and is a 

commonly used biomarker to determine myofibrillar protein breakdown (MPB) (73, 219-

221). In our study, both WBnetPB and tau-MetHis are important measurements because 

elevations in WBnetPB in combination with elevated tau-MetHis have been associated with 

muscle weakness and decreased physical function (50, 76, 214, 222-224). Interestingly, the 

lack of observed differences in WBnetPB and tau-MetHis (Figure 10) suggest that PHE and 

TYR turnover within the muscle tissue is constant and thus the elevated PHE and TYR we 

observed are derived from different tissues such as the liver and/or brain. 
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4.4.4. Conclusion 

The decreased plasma concentrations, higher WBP, and higher clearance rates of 

PHE and TYR suggest that elevation in these AA could lead to increases in dopamine 

production via increased L-DOPA synthesis. Additionally, PHE and TYR’s ketogenic and 

glucogenic properties suggest an increase in energy production via increased anaplerosis.  

As such, both the dopaminergic and anaplerotic metabolic pathways could be associated 

with the inherently high PA levels observed in HA mice. Moreover, the lack of differences 

in tau-MetHis and WBnetPB suggest that muscle-derived PHE is constant, and thus, the 

observed elevated PHE and TYR in HA mice is likely derived from other body tissue(s). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Our untargeted amino acid metabolism results add insight into metabolic pathways 

potentially associated with different physical activity levels. This stable isotope tracer 

phenotyping study suggested three different amino acid metabolic pathways, which may be 

associated with differential physical activity levels in HA and LA mice.  However, since this 

was an untargeted study, results depicted in sections 2-4 are associative, and as such, 

hypothesis-driven studies should be considered for follow-up investigations.  

Section two suggested the high physical activity levels characteristic to HA mice 

were associated with an activated ARG pathway.  Moreover, the higher ratio of NO 

production in HA mice suggested the activated ARG pathway may serve as a precursor to 

increasing NO production, which may be potentially linked to their exhibition of higher 

physical activity levels.  However, despite utilizing established prediction equations (49, 

172) to quantify NO production, NO was not directly measured in this study. Thus, future 

studies NO levels should be measured directly to test the hypothesis that NO is involved in 

determining differential physical activity levels. 

Section three provided insight into the BCAA ─ VAL, ILE, and LEU.  Our data 

suggested that VAL and ILE differences in plasma concentrations, WBP, and clearance rates 

were due to elevated VAL and ILE oxidation to propionyl-CoA and methylmalonyl-CoA. 

As a result, we speculated that the increased oxidation raised anaplerosis through the TCA 

cycle intermediate succinyl-CoA and subsequently stimulated mitochondrial energetic flux.  

This stimulation of mitochondrial energetic flux could yield more ATP production in HA 

mice, which could be linked to their exhibition of higher PA levels.  
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In section four, our data showed that HA mice had elevated WBP and clearance of 

PHE and TYR, which explain the lower plasma concentrations for the same AA.  These 

results were similar to the VAL and ILE kinetics observed in section three.  We would 

speculate that the observed differences in PHE and TYR could lead to increases in dopamine 

production via increased L-DOPA synthesis. Additionally, PHE and TYR’s ketogenic and 

glucogenic properties provide a basis for the suggestion that an increase in energy production 

could occur via increased anaplerosis.  As such, both the dopaminergic and anaplerotic 

metabolic pathways may be associated with the inherently high PA levels observed in HA 

mice. Moreover, the lack of differences in tau-MethHis and PHE to TYR WBnetPB, suggest 

that muscle-derived PHE is constant; thus, the observed elevated PHE and TYR in HA mice 

is likely derived from other body tissue(s).  

In conclusion, the proposed ARG-NO, BCAA, and PHE-TYR metabolic pathways 

may employ potential regulatory roles in different PA levels.  However, due to the untargeted 

exploratory nature of this study, our suggested pathways are associative and speculative. 

Studies directly targeting these proposed metabolic pathways should consider analyzing NO, 

keto-acid intermediates derived from BCAA breakdown, and dopamine, including 

dopaminergic receptors and precursors.  Additionally, tissue-specific (e.g., muscle, brain, 

liver, heart, adipose, small intestine, and kidney) amino acid kinetics – currently planned for 

the tissues from this study - will provide a more comprehensive metabolic picture of the 

differential pathways existing between animals exhibiting inherent high and low-activity 

pattern.
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 APPENDIX A 

FIGURES 

 
 

Figure 1 - Study Timeline: Study timeline depicts procedures performed prior to and following isotope bolus delivery. Blood 

sampling times are depicted by blood drop images at (1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, & 40 mins).     
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Figure 2- Citrulline & Arginine Whole-Body Production: Logarithmic fitting of tracer-tracee ratio (TTR) of L-Citrulline [5-
13C; 4,4,5,5-D4] (panel A) and L-Arginine [Guanidino-15N2] (panel B) in low-active (gray) and high-active (black) mice over a 

period of 40 mins. The fit was utilized for calculations of citrulline and arginine whole-body production (WBP) depicted in bar 

graphs. Data are normalized for lean body mass (lbm) and expressed as mean (± SE). Statistics are by t-test, *** indicates p≤0.001. 
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Figure 3 - Whole-Body Production of ARG Metabolites: Whole-body production (WBP) of L-Phenylalanine [Ring-13C6)] 

(panel A), L-Glutamic Acid [1,2-13C2] (panel B), L-Ornithine [13C5] (panel C), and L-Glutamine [15N2] (panel D) in low- and high-

active mice. WBP was calculated from data collected over a 40 min period, normalized for lean body mass (lbm), and expressed 

as mean (± SE). Statistics are by t-test, * indicates p≤0.05.
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Figure 4 - Nitric Oxide Production Ratio: Nitric oxide (NO) production ratio between low- (LA) and high-active (HA) mice. 

Data are expressed as mean (± 95% CI). Statistics are by t-test with alpha level set at p≤0.05.
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Figure 5 - Arginine Metabolic Pathway: Overview of activated whole-body arginine metabolic pathway in high-active mice 

compared to low-active mice. The direction of arrows depicts significantly higher or lower plasma concertation (red striped), 

whole-body production (green striped), or clearance (blue checkered) for ARG, CIT, ORN, GLN, GLU, PHE and NO. A lack of 

arrow within an amino acid or NO signifies no differences between mice. 
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Figure 6 - TTR and Whole-Body Production of BCAA: Logarithmic fitting of tracer-tracee ratio (TTR) and whole-body 

production (WBP) of L-Valine (13C5) [panel A], L-Isoleucine (1-13C) [panel B], and L-Leucine (13C6) [panel C] in low-active (red) 

and high-active (blue) mice over a period of 40 mins. Data are normalized for lean body mass (lbm) and expressed as mean (± 

95% CI) for TTR log fit and mean (± SE) for WBP. Statistics are by t-test with alpha level set at * p≤0.05, ** indicates p≤0.01, 

and ns indicates no significance. 
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Figure 7 - BCAA Clearance Rates: Total clearance rate for valine (13C5) (panel A), isoleucine (1-13C), and leucine (13C6) in low-

active (red) and high-active (blue) mice over a period of 40 mins Clearance data was calculated as (whole-body production/plasma 

concentration) and expressed as mean (± SE). Statistics are by t-test, *** indicates p≤0.001. 
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Figure 8 - Anaplerosis via Valine and Isoleucine: Overview of valine (VAL) and 

isoleucine (ILE) anaplerotic (replenishing) pathways of the TCA cycle. Green boxes 

represent VAL’s and ILE’s glucogenic pathway, while yellow depicts ILE’s ketogenic 

pathway.   
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Figure 9 - TTR & Whole-Body Production of Tau-Methyl-Histidine: Logarithmic fitting 

of tracer-tracee ratio (TTR) [panel A] used to calculate whole-body production (WBP) of 

Tau-Methyl-L-Histidine [Methyl-D3] (panel B) in low- and high-active mice over a period 

of 40 mins. Data are normalized for lean body mass (lbm) and expressed as mean (± 95% 

CI; panel A) and mean (± SE; panel B). Statistics are by t-test with alpha level set at p≤0.05. 
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Figure 10 - Phenylalanine TTR & Whole-Body Production: Logarithmic fitting of tracer-

tracee ratio (TTR) [panel A] used to calculate whole-body production (WBP) of L-

Phenylalanine [Ring-13C6)] (panel B) in low- and high-active mice over a period of 40 mins. 

Data are normalized for lean body mass (lbm) and expressed as mean (± 95% CI; panel A) 

and mean (± SE; panel B). Statistics are by t-test with alpha level set at p≤0.05. 
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Figure 11 - Tyrosine TTR & Whole-Body Production: Logarithmic fitting of tracer-tracee 

ratio (TTR) [panel A] used to calculate whole-body production (WBP) of L-Tyrosine [Ring-

D4)] (panel B) in low- and high-active mice over a period of 40 mins. Data are normalized 

for lean body mass (lbm) and expressed as mean (± 95% CI; panel A) and mean (± SE; panel 

B). Statistics are by t-test with alpha level set at p≤0.05.
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Figure 12 - Clearance Rates of Phenylalanine, Tyrosine, & Tau-Methyl-Histidine: Total clearance rate for L-phenylalanine 

(13C6), L-tyrosine (C4), and tau-methyl-L-histidine (D3) in low-active (red) and high-active (blue) mice over a period of 40 mins 

Clearance data was calculated as (whole-body production/plasma concentration) and expressed as mean (± SE). Statistics are by 

t-test, *** indicates p≤0.001.
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Figure 13 - Anaplerosis via Phenylalanine & Tyrosine: Overview of phenylalanine (PHE) 

and tyrosine (TYR) anaplerotic (replenishing) pathways of the TCA cycle. Green boxes 

represent PHE’s and TYR’s glucogenic pathway, while yellow depicts PHE’s and TYR’s 

ketogenic pathway.   
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APPENDIX B 

TABLES 

Table 1: Mouse Characteristics 

 

Table 2: Plasma Amino Acid Concentrations 
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Table 3: Composition of Stable Tracers in Bolus Pulse 

 

 




